From the Director

I have several exciting news items. First, the Fourth Annual UNM-wide Scholarly Communications Symposium, jointly hosted by HSLIC, the Law Library, and University Libraries, is scheduled for Tuesday, November 1st. This Symposium, The Digital Academy: Innovations in Scholarly Publishing, will be held from 1:00 – 3:30, in the UNM Student Union Building, Ballroom C. For more information, see: http://hsc.unm.edu/library/sc/symposium.shtml.

Second, HSLIC former visiting assistant professor, Randall Stewart, MD, was awarded a three-year Individual Biomedical Informatics Fellowship from the National Library of Medicine (NLM), a division of the National Institutes of Health, to pursue research and training in the field of medical informatics. Dr. Stewart is UNM’s first medical informatics fellow funded by NLM, and began August 1st. Dr. Stewart, who is based with HSLIC, is researching the effects of electronic documentation on the psychiatric patient population. Dr. Stewart will continue to support the implementation of the Electronic Health Record (EHR) within the Behavioral Health divisions of UNM. As only a handful of these fellowships are awarded annually by NLM, please join me in congratulating Randy.

Finally, on October 13–14, HSLIC hosted an external review panel with experts coming from other universities to provide feedback to us on the progress made since receiving an institutional planning grant in 2000 to develop Integrated Advanced Information Management Systems. Reviewers participating in the session came from Arizona, Colorado, Michigan, Oregon, and Utah, and met with HSC leadership and the UNM Chief Information Officer. They toured the BATCAVE and the SOM Office of Biocomputing, and provided feedback to the KMIT Leadership Council members on our readiness for future projects and grant proposals.

Holly Shipp Buchanan, EdD
Associate Vice President for Knowledge Management and IT and Director, HSLIC
hbuchanan@salud.unm.edu

McGraw-Hill’s ACCESSMedicine

ACCESSMedicine is a new full text product made up of some of McGraw-Hill’s most popular ebooks. Titles currently available in ACCESSMedicine include:

- Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine
- Current Medical Diagnosis & Treatment, 2005
- Tintinalli’s Emergency Medicine
- Fitzpatrick’s Color Atlas and Synopsis of Clinical Dermatology
- William’s Obstetrics
- Hurst’s The Heart
- Goodman & Gilman’s, The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics
- The Metabolic & Molecular Bases of Inherited Disease
- The Lange Series in Basic Science and Clinical Medicine

Additional tools accompanying ACCESSMedicine include: Diagnosaurus – “A Differential Diagnosis Tool for the Ages” written by Roni F. Zeiger, MD, of Stanford University, School of Medicine. Patient education information is available from McGraw-Hill’s Postgraduate Medicine journal and extensive drug information (including images) is provided by Gold Standard. Practice guidelines, health news feeds and the ability to create a personal account to access PDA downloads are included.

Christee King, MLS
Collection Resources Coordinator

PODCasters Take Note!

ACCESSMedicine is the first HSLIC product to incorporate Podcasting capability, which allows downloading a file so it can be read or listened to when convenient. The format is compatible with I-Pods, but can be placed on a PC as well.
### Interlibrary Loan and Document Delivery Payment Methods

Pay for your documents in two ways:

- Departmental Purchase Requisition (PR)
- A credit card (MasterCard or Visa)

Call us at 272-8052 with your PR or credit card number, to request electronic delivery. You will receive an email when each article is available for downloading. Log onto your ILLiad account and click on the “View/Download Electronically Received Articles” button.

### Free the Bound Periodicals

With increasing numbers of HSLIC journals moving to an electronic only format, our need to store bound volumes decreases. The display shelves for current issues will become smaller.

We have received questions asking whether we will continue to store and bind some core titles in the print format. We intend to do so, but the decision concerning which titles we retain in print has yet to be finalized. As we are shifting the use of the binding budget to the cost of subscriptions, we must be judicious in our selection. Some titles, such as JAMA and New England Journal of Medicine come to mind immediately, but which others are important enough to keep? See the box below. If you have thoughts regarding titles you would like to see retained in print, please contact Christee King, Collection Resources Coordinator, CKing@salud.unm.edu.

Christee King, MLS  
Collection Resources Coordinator

### We Want to Hear From You!

HSLIC librarians are making decisions about which journals to retain in print and bind into volumes. We would like to know which titles you feel would be important to have access to in emergencies if electronic access were disrupted even for a brief period. We have put together a short list, which includes:

- American Family Physician
- American Journal of Nursing
- Annals of Internal Medicine
- BMJ : British Medical Journal
- JAMA
- Lancet
- Journal of the American Pharmaceutical Association
- New England Journal of Medicine
- Nature
- Nursing

Please send your suggestions and a word of explanation to: Christee King, Collection Resources Coordinator, by email to CKing@salud.unm.edu.

### Document Delivery Around the World!

HSLIC delivers documents not just to New Mexico but around the world. Interlibrary Loan (ILL) is founded on the idea that libraries will share collections for the mutual benefit of users. This process helps the library fill patron requests for items not found in local collections. In exchange, other libraries come to HSLIC with requests for items they do not own.

In fiscal year 2005, HSLIC filled over 2,600 requests for UNM users and filled an equal number of requests for other libraries. HSLIC participates in the National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) which provides both US health professionals and the public access to medical information.

As a patron, you can order articles or book chapters from the HSLIC Document Delivery and Interlibrary Loan Department. We are able to deliver articles or book chapters directly to your desktop in PDF format. There is no extra charge for electronic delivery of articles. The only requirements are that you have Adobe Acrobat Reader 5.0 or higher, and we have a prepayment method on file for you (see side box).

Document Delivery staff also support the Native Health Databases (NHD) by delivering articles, both electronically and in print, to NHD patrons all over the world. The Native Health Databases are created and hosted by HSLIC and are located at [http://hsc.unm.edu/library/nhd/](http://hsc.unm.edu/library/nhd/). The mission of the NHD is to provide high quality services and resources that focus on historical and contemporary American Indian and Alaskan Native Health.

In addition, HSLIC participates in a “Sister Library Initiative” with the Medical Research Library of Latvia ([http://www.lmb.gov.lv/HOMEPAGE1.HTM](http://www.lmb.gov.lv/HOMEPAGE1.HTM)). To help this Eastern European library near the Baltic Sea, we provide 30 articles per year at no cost. Thanks to internet scanning it only takes a few minutes for an article to reach Latvia. Each year we receive a grateful “thank you” from Velta Poznaku, Director of the Library, who says that it used to take 2 months for an article to arrive in Latvia. We are pleased to be able to serve patrons world wide, whether in the US, Canada, or Eastern Europe, and we hope we can serve you soon.

Wendy Roberts, MLS  
Library Information Specialist 3

Lisa Romero  
Library Information Specialist 1
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American Psychiatric Association: psychiatryonline

HSLIC is pleased to offer access to psychiatryonline, a new product from the American Psychiatric Association (APA). It is a simple to use search interface, which provides access to full text:

Books
- DSM-IV-TR®
- DSM-IV-TR® Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
- Cases From DSM-IV-TR® Casebook and Its Treatment Companion
- APA Practice Guidelines for the Treatment of Psychiatric Disorders

Journals
- American Journal of Psychiatry (1965 - )
- Psychiatric Services (1995 - )
- Academic Psychiatry (1989 - )
- Psychosomatics (1965 - )

A word of caution: psychiatryonline offers links to PubMed. Be aware that when entering PubMed through the psychiatryonline gateway, links to the HSLIC journal subscriptions will not be shown. To see these links, you must enter PubMed from the links on HSLIC’s databases page (http://hsc.unm.edu/library/databases).

Christee King, MLS
Collection Resources Coordinator

Movin’ In and Movin’ Up

Erinn Aspinall, MSI, is a new faculty member at HSLIC as Distance Services Librarian (DSL). Erinn will work to deliver quality health information throughout New Mexico. Prior to this, Erinn completed a two-year fellowship with the National Library of Medicine.

Pat Bradley, MLS, has started as a faculty member at HSLIC as the Tribal Services Librarian. Pat will develop a program to provide tribal health information services for New Mexico and the Four Corners region. She earned her MLS at the University of Arizona, and her Bachelor of English at San Francisco State University.

In his new position as Analyst/Programmer 3, Garth Colasurdo will wear two hats. He will continue to be a valued member of the HSLIC Web Team and, with the expertise he has gained in that group, he will be a great addition to the newly developed RIOSNet team.

Vanessa Curtin was promoted from a User Support Analyst (USA) 1 to a USA 2. She will add to her list of projects, and will potentially be involved in meeting technology training needs as they arise.

HSLIC Reference and User Support Services member William Kinney has completed his Career Ladder and is now a Library Information Specialist 3.

Natalia Koup stepped up to the position of HSLIC Business Services Accountant 2 after completion of her Career Ladder requirements.

Sally Bergen, MLn
RUSS Manager of Library Operations

LinkOut in PubMed

The National Library of Medicine (NLM) provides a service called LinkOut to facilitate access to print and online journals in their PubMed database. The Health Sciences Library and Informatics Center (HSLIC) participates in NLM’s LinkOut program. The helpful teal icons on the PubMed article page pointing to UNM full-text electronic and print resources are a result of our participation in this program.

When users select PubMed through the HSLIC web site, they are accessing a specially constructed PubMed URL: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?holding=unmlib. Unlike the general access PubMed, UNM students, staff, and faculty can see the icons directing them to our library journal subscriptions.

The icons appearing in the PubMed Abstract and Citation displays are for UNM electronic and print holdings only. Publishers or full-text providers may also use LinkOut to provide pay-per-view links from PubMed to their web-accessible full-text journals as an opportunity for users to purchase the full-text. Their icon is displayed on the Abstract or Citation display by default, but it does not mean that HSLIC has electronic access to all records with this icon. See examples below:

\[\text{Full Text of E-version}\]
Indicates a link to the full text of the article

\[\text{Years Available in Print}\]
Indicates a link to the Library catalog for print holding information

HSLIC has populated PubMed with information for those print or electronic journals to which the library has a subscription. The publishers or content aggregators must also be LinkOut participants, so it is possible that not all of the titles we have access to are linked in PubMed. Be sure to always double check the Library Catalog or the ejournal Finder (Full Text Finder) if you don’t see an icon.

Katherine Mondragon
Manager of Library Operations
Collection Resources
UNM Medical Informatics Seminar Series

The UNM Medical Informatics Seminar Series began its second year on September 22nd. This lecture and discussion series which is part of the HSLIC Medical Informatics Program, is designed with two purposes in mind: First, to provide a broad overview of salient topics in the field of Medical Informatics and second, to provide a forum for those interested in medical informatics to meet and network.

The series had a great first year with 140 attendees who came to a total of 14 seminars. We’ve got another great group of speakers and topics lined up for our second year and the seminars are designed to foster interactive discussion.

Some of the topics slated for this year’s series include medical simulation, Telehealth, educational technology, medical terminology, digital imaging, and scholarly communications. Everyone is welcome to attend. The only “requirement” is an interest in medical informatics and related topics. More information and a complete schedule of speakers, topics, dates, times, and locations is available at: http://hsc.unm.edu/library/kmit/informatics/MISS.shtml.

Phil Kroth, MD
Assistant Director
Health Sciences Informatics Program Development